FCP510

Flightcase for flatscreen up to 55”
Features

- Protects & transports two flatscreens up to 55”
- 1315 (W) x 940 (H) x 80 (D) mm max screen dimensions
- ProShield™ Heavy duty top layer & high quality 9 mm plywood
- Hardware by
- Included 4” swivel bearing casters (2 x with brake)
- Included divider tray for width adjustment
- Storage compartment for screen accessories

Description

The FCP510 is a professional flightcase which can be used for storage
and transportation of two flatscreen displays up to 55” size, with maximum outer dimensions of 1315 (W) x 940 (H) x 80 (D) mm.
The construction is made out of high quality 9 mm plywood covered by
a ProShield™ top layer, offering an optimal protection for your equipment. The inner supporting structure of the flightcase is finished with
shock absorbing EVA foam for optimal equipment protection. A movable internal divider tray allows width adjustment to perfectly match the
displays’ width offering a tight fitting. Both left & right sides are fitted
with 80 mm grooved foam supports holding both displays in position.
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Superior durability and handling convenience is guaranteed through
Penn-Elcom® hardware such as heavy-duty ball corners, rivet protected recessed flip handles and MOL™ type butterfly latches.
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Length
Max display size
Weight
Construction
Finishing
Handles
Butterfly latches
Wheels

400 mm (excl ball corners)
980 mm (excl wheels & ball corners)
1142 mm (incl wheels & ball corners)
915
1440 mm (excl ball corners)
360
1315 x 940 x 80 mm (~ 55”)
Kg
9 mm high-quality plywood
ProShield™ top layer
8 x Medium heavy-duty (H7154Z)
4 x Medium MOL™ (L907/928/10)
2 x W8990 & 2 x W8990/B
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Width
Height

Optional Accessories

VALUE

80

PROPERTY

80
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